When reaching to grasp an object, we often move our arm and orient our gaze together. How are these movements coordinated? To investigate this question, we studied neuronal activity in the dorsal premotor area (PMd) and the medial intraparietal area (area MIP) of two monkeys while systematically varying the starting position of the hand and eye during reaching. PMd neurons encoded the relative position of the target, hand, and eye. MIP neurons encoded target location with respect to the eye only. These results indicate that whereas MIP encodes target locations in an eyecentered reference frame, PMd uses a relative position code that specifies the differences in locations between all three variables. Such a relative position code may play an important role in coordinating hand and eye movements by computing their relative position.
Introduction
Reaching to a pick up a cup often involves not only generating a pattern of muscle activity in the arm that will move the limb and grasp the cup, but also coordinating a movement of the eyes to the same place. These visually-guided movements require sensory-motor transformations to convert incoming visual information about target location into outgoing patterns of muscle activity Kalaska et al., 1997; Shadmehr and Wise, 2005) . Work investigating reference frames has been useful for understanding the transformations needed to guide individual movements of the hand and eye. In contrast, the reference frames involved in coordinating these movements are likely to play a major role in understanding interactions between the saccadic and reach systems but have received relatively little attention.
One reason for this dearth of investigation is that reference frames are usually defined as centered on individual body parts, such as the eye or hand, rather than multiple body parts. Eye-centered reference frames have been found in single-cell activity in eye movement areas (Barash et al., 1991b; Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Mays and Sparks, 1980) and in the parietal reach region (PRR) of posterior parietal cortex (PPC) which is at an early stage of the reaching pathway (Batista et al., 1999) . Eye-centered dependence during movement plans has also been reported in human imaging studies (DeSouza et al., 2000; Medendorp et al., 2003; Merriam et al., 2003; Sereno et al., 2001 ) and human lesion studies (Duhamel et al., 1992; Khan et al., 2005) . Reference frames centered on other body parts, such as the hand, are stable across eye movements and are well suited for the motor output stage of reaches (Graziano and Gross, 1998) . Such body-part-centered reference frames are thought to be present in the dorsal premotor (Caminiti et al., 1990 (Caminiti et al., , 1991 Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Fu et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1996; Shen and Alexander, 1997 ) (PMd) and ventral premotor (Fogassi et al., 1992; Graziano et al., 1994; Kakei et al., 2001 ) (PMv) areas of frontal cortex.
Here, we investigate reference frames that can be centered on multiple body parts as well as just one body part. For example, we can define a reference frame centered on the hand, the eye, and the relative position of the hand with respect to the eye. In such an encoding, the same activity is present when the three variables, hand, eye, and target, have a particular configuration, even though they may occupy different absolute positions in space. Relative position is also useful for performing the sensory-motor transformations between spatial systems defined in extrinsic space which may be useful for coordination. This is because, in extrinsic space, a relative position reference frame can be used to go directly from an eye-centered reference frame into a handcentered reference frame and back again (Buneo and Andersen, 2005) .
To see whether eye position signals in premotor cortex are combined with hand and target position in a relative position code, we recorded a population of neurons in the PMd cortex of two monkeys during a delayed reach task in which we independently varied the position of the eye, hand, and target across a range of locations. Another population of neurons in MIP was recorded under identical conditions for comparison. Although we identify these signals during a reach without a saccade, we propose that they could allow coordination of reaches with saccades.
Results

Behavioral Task and Reference Frame Analysis
Movement commands can be represented in two complementary spaces-an extrinsic space given by the endpoints of movements and an intrinsic space given by the joint angles and muscle activations needed to achieve the movement endpoint. While eye and arm movements have distinct intrinsic spaces, they can be considered to share a common extrinsic space where both movements can be coordinated. Figure 1A shows the geometry of the extrinsic space in which our data was analyzed. The intrinsic motor commands for the saccade can be transformed from the position of the target with respect to the eye in extrinsic coordinates, T E , while the intrinsic motor commands for the reach can be transformed from the position of the target with respect to the hand in extrinsic coordinates, T H . These extrinsic movement vectors are related to each other through another extrinsic vector, the relative position of the hand and eye, which can equally be viewed as hand position with respect to the eye or eye position *Correspondence: bijan@vis.caltech.edu with respect to the hand (H E and E H ). We will refer to this vector as H E , equivalent to the hand in eye coordinates (Buneo and Andersen, 2005) . To coordinate hand and eye movements, the brain needs to integrate these pieces of information so neural responses can depend on eye position, hand position, and target position. For a more detailed analysis of the relationship between these variables and intrinsic coordinates, see (Soechting et al., 1995; Tweed and Vilis, 1987) .
Since all three vectors may be simultaneously represented in single-cell activity, we developed a reference frame dissociation task ( Figure 1B ) to independently control eye, hand, and target position and then analyzed neuronal responses to all three variables. In this task, we instructed eye and hand position to one of four locations and then instructed a delayed reach without a saccade to a target at one of four positions above or below the starting point (see Experimental Procedures). Independently controlling each variable across a range of values was necessary to allow us to determine the spatial reference frame by distinguishing between a representation of the target in eye coordinates, the target in hand coordinates, and the relative position of the hand and eye.
The panels of Figure 2 illustrate three idealized neuronal responses to the reference frame dissociation task, each illustrating a different reference frame. The firing rate is modeled as a Gaussian response field and, in Figures 2A and 2B , multiplied by a monotonic ''gain field'' (Andersen et al., 1985; see Experimental Procedures) . Responses are represented as three two-dimensional matrices at the response field peak consisting of the firing rate at each of four target and eye positions (target-eye, TE), eye and hand positions (hand-eye, HE) and target and hand positions (target-hand, TH). The eyecentered cell has a reference frame centered on the eye with a gain field of hand position and encodes the vector T E (Figure 2A ). The hand-centered cell has a reference frame centered on the hand with a gain field of eye position and encodes the vector T H ( Figure 2B ). The relative position cell has a reference frame centered on the hand and eye so that the activity encodes the relative position of the hand and eye and encodes three vectors, T E , T H , and H E ( Figure 2C ).
Intuitively, when we talk about the reference frame of a cell, we are referring to a set of task conditions for which the response of the cell stays approximately the same. In the case of the eye-centered cell, the response is the same whenever the target and the eye are in the same position with respect to each other. When the target is moved to a new location, the eye also needs to be moved to maintain the response. For this case, changes in response to the position of the target and the eye cannot be separated from each other. In contrast, for an eye-centered cell, the position of the hand can also have an influence, but this influence is multiplicative, scaling the response up or down. Since multiplicative modulations cannot be compensated for by shifting another variable, we can separate hand position from the other variables. Consequently, according to this logic, we first need to identify which pairs of variables are separable from each other, and then we focus on how much the inseparable variables need to be moved with respect to each other to maintain the response.
Given this, we test the reference frame of each cell using a two step procedure that is applied to each of the three response matrices (see Experimental Procedures). The first step involves determining whether the variables in question are separable using a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the response matrix. The second step is to measure the response field orientation, determined from a gradient analysis. Separability decides whether the variables combine in a gain field. If the response is inseparable, then the response field orientation is useful for quantifying how much the response shifts as the variables are changed. The combination of these techniques allows us to differentiate between potential reference frames.
For the idealized responses, the eye-centered cell has an inseparable TE response whose orientation is 290º, a separable HE response whose orientation is 177º, and a separable TH response whose orientation is 3º (Figure 2A ). The hand-centered cell has a separable TE response whose orientation is 23º, a separable HE response whose orientation is 23º, and an inseparable TH response whose orientation is 290º ( Figure 2B ). The relative position cell has inseparable TE, HE, and TH responses all of whose orientations are 290º ( Figure 2C ). Note that while gain fields can modulate the responses (see, for example, the HE plot of the eye-centered cell), they cannot make them inseparable. In contrast, inseparable encoding of a pair of variables with a response field orientation of 290º indicates the encoding is a vector and not a gain field.
Separable and Inseparable Eye-Hand-Target Tuning
We recorded the activity of 111 PMd neurons (73 Monkey Z, 38 Monkey E) and 48 MIP neurons (42 Monkey Z, 6 Monkey E) during the reference frame dissociation task to determine the reference frame of cells in each area ( Figure 1B ; Experimental Procedures). Figure 3 shows the response of an example PMd cell during this task. Changing hand or eye position for a given target position results in a robust change in firing, visible by comparing rasters of the same color across neighboring panels either within rows or columns. Similar changes in firing are also present when changing target position for a given hand and eye position, visible by comparing rasters of different colors in the same panel. Figure 4 shows the TE, HE, and TH response matrices for the example PMd cell in Figure 3 at the peak of the response field during the delay period. Plotting the data in this way shows how the TE response is suppressed for the target to the right of the eye and increases as the target is moved further to the left of the eye. Similar effects are present for the HE and TH responses. By analyzing the TE, HE, and TH response matrices, we found the TE, HE, and TH responses were inseparable for this cell (p <0.05) and the orientations were all diagonal, with a dominance of eye and hand position over target position (TE response field orientation, 2130º, Figure 4D ; HE response field orientation, 277º, Figure 4E ; TH response field orientation, 2146º, Arrows on each response field matrix are the gradient of the firing rate so that components of each arrow show how much the firing rate changed when each variable changed. The separability, from the SVD, and the response field orientation, from the gradient analysis, (see Experimental Procedures) are shown for each idealized cell. The SVD yields an inseparable result when the outer product multiplication of any two vectors cannot describe the response matrix well. The gradient analysis quantifies how much the response to one variable shifts as the other changes position. 0º points right, and angles increase counterclockwise. White = high firing rate. Black = low firing rate. These conventions are also used below (Figures 4 and 6 ). Figure 4F ). Since all the variable pair responses are inseparable for this cell, the influence of one variable on another is not due to a gain field modulating a response centered on one variable. Therefore, this cell is a relative position cell. Figure 5 shows the response of an example MIP neuron to the reference frame dissociation task. Unlike the PMd cell, large changes in firing are only present when changing eye position for a given target position, visible by comparing rasters of the same color across panels in different rows or target position for a given eye position, visible by comparing rasters of different colors within a row. Changing hand position alone does not result in a large change in firing rate.
The TE, TH, and HE response matrices for the example MIP neuron let us analyze this pattern ( Figure 6 ). Similar to the PMd cell response, the TE response for the example MIP neuron was inseparable ( Figure 6A ) with a response field orientation of 286º ( Figure 6D ). In contrast, the TH and HE responses for this cell were separable ( Figures 6B and 6C ). The TH response was dominated by target position (TH response field orientation, 0º, Figure 6E ) with little effect of hand position. The HE response was dominated by eye position (HE response field orientation, 177º, Figure 6F ) again with little effect of hand position. Therefore, this cell is an eye-centered cell and represents target position with respect to eye position alone, in agreement with previously published reports (Batista et al., 1999; Buneo et al., 2002) .
Analysis of the delay period responses across a population of neurons in each area reinforced the distinction that PMd neurons had a relative position code while MIP neurons had an eye-centered code (Figure 7) responses of these neurons. Analysis of the response field orientation for these inseparable cells showed that the mean response field orientations pointed down (Figures 7B-7D ; TE, 281º; TH, 279º; HE, 298º). This means that response fields almost completely shifted when either of the hand, eye, or target was moved with respect one of the other variables.
Across the population of 48 MIP neurons, 33 cells showed TE tuning (69%), 41 cells showed TH tuning (85%), and 28 cells showed HE tuning (58%). The distribution of separable and inseparable responses for these tuned MIP neurons was markedly different than that of PMd neurons ( Figure 7E) Figure 7F ). HE and TH responses were largely separable and dominated by eye position or target position ( Figures 7E, 7G , and 7H; HE, 2173º; TH, 216º).
The population analysis of Figure 7 established that in PMd, all three vectors T E , T H , and H E are encoded across a population of cells. However, individual PMd neurons will only encode reach plans in a relative position code if they encode the T E , T H , and H E vectors simultaneously. To identify the extent to which individual PMd neurons simultaneously encode these vectors during reach planning, we examined the intersections of tuning properties for cells with a tuned inseparable response to at least one pair of variables. We found 63 PMd cells encoded at least one of the three vectors. Of these 63 cells, 23 (37%) encoded both T E and T H . Therefore, individual PMd cells encode target position with respect to the In contrast to PMd, of the 31 MIP cells that were tuned to at least one vector, 24 cells (77%) encoded T E and a substantial proportion of these (11/24 [46%]) encoded only that single vector. This reinforces the distinction that PMd cells tend to simultaneously encode multiple vectors while MIP cells tend to only encode one vector, target position with respect to the eye.
Finally, we wanted to establish whether PMd had a stronger representation of T E , T H , or H E . To do this, we compared the tuning strength of the response matrices using the length of the resultant of the gradient analysis. We found the strength of TE tuning was not significantly different than TH tuning (t test, p > 0.05), indicating T E and T H are represented with equal strength. We also found the strength of TE tuning was not significantly different than HE tuning and also that the strength of TH tuning was not significantly different than HE tuning. Therefore, PMd encodes all three vectors, T E , T H , and H E, with equal strength.
Discussion
We found that during the delay period before a reach, PMd neurons encode the target, hand, and eye in a relative position code. Contrasting results from parietal area MIP confirmed previous work showing cells in this area use an eye-centered code. We propose eye position signals in PMd could play a role in coordinating the hand with the eye by encoding their relative position. Below, we discuss this result in the context of hand-eye coordination, consider limitations of our result related to the specific task employed, and examine methodological differences between our study and other work.
Relative Position Codes for Coordination
Overall, temporal issues in coordination have received more attention than spatial ones. Work on synchronized interlimb movements shows that relative phase, obtained by subtracting the phase angles of each limb, is the central concept for characterizing different behavioral coordination modes (Swinnen, 2002) . For example, during movements of the arms or legs, in-phase (relative phase = 0º) movements are more stable and accurate than any other phase relationship. Our finding of an explicit neural representation of relative hand-eye position is an exciting spatial complement to this work, as relative position codes could provide a general solution to the spatial problem of coordinating different body parts.
Experience with engineered systems shows a major problem for coordination is the accumulation of errors in position estimation (Olfati and Murray, 2002) . Errors in estimating relative position are greatest when the positions of the individual body parts are represented in absolute coordinates. When absolute positions are subtracted to calculate relative position, the errors in position estimation can accumulate and do not cancel. Representing body parts directly in terms of relative position helps solve this problem as it reduces the number of position estimates and cancels errors that would otherwise accumulate (Gamini Dissanayake et al., 2001 ). Computationally, relative position codes are also more efficient than those based on absolute positions (Csorba and Durrant-Whyte, 1997; Newman, 1999) . This is because using relative position separates the problem of coordinating two effectors from the larger problem of controlling the whole body. This is a powerful simplification. Whether neurons also represent the relative position of other body parts, such as the left and right hand, and how these encodings depend on coordination requirements will be an interesting area for future work. Spatial transformations for hand-eye coordination are the subject of a growing body of work (Crawford et al., 2004) . The prevailing view is to consider these as feed-forward spatial transformations converting visual information, which enters the brain in eye-centered coordinates, into hand-centered coordinates, and finally muscle commands for the arm and hand. Recent work shows parietal area 5 may play a role in these transformations. Many cells in area 5 encode targets in both hand and eye coordinates . In other words, they represent T E and T H and thus bear similarities to the findings for PMd. In the Buneo et al. (2002) study, extensive response maps like those in Figure 2 were made for five initial hand positions and five target positions, but not for a range of eye positions. Thus, this design did not allow the determination of whether area 5 also represents the relative position of the hand and eye, H E . It will be interesting to determine whether area 5 is similar to PMd and represents all three vectors in a relative position code. One potential difference between area 5 and PMd is that in PMd we find the encoding of the hand in eye coordinates, H E , is as strongly represented as both the reach vector, T H , and the target position in eye coordinates, T E . This may not be the case for area 5.
Since we find PMd encodes T E , T H , and H E with equal strength, a new function for this area is apparent: the relative position code in PMd may be involved in invertible transformations between hand-centered and eye-centered representations. Figure 8 shows a schematic of an invertible transformation. Feed-forward transformations convert visual input in eye-centered coordinates into hand-centered movement commands. They can do this directly using the position of the hand in eye coordinates. This transformation is invertible because a feedback transformation can also be performed that converts hand-centered into eye-centered coordinates. It does this using eye position in hand coordinates. In this way, relative position codes can perform invertible transformations between eye-and hand-centered representations.
Although relative computations in extrinsic representations like this are simple, whether the brain builds these extrinsic representations from its intrinsic sources is a matter for future experiments and theoretical investigation.
How does PMd construct its relative position code? Whereas cells in MIP code targets in eye coordinates, some are gain modulated by limb position , and this gain effect also appears to be encoded in eye coordinates (C.A. Buneo et al., 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . These gain modulated MIP neurons can perform the required coordinate transformation to relative position coordinates in PMd by convergence and appropriate weighting of inputs to PMd. The source of this gain signal can be obtained directly from the vision of the hand or from a somatosensory-posture signal. In the latter case, this hand-in-body signal could be converted into hand-in-eye coordinates using a gain field related to gaze-in-body (head-in-body plus eye-inhead).
By similar reasoning, H E can be produced by T H response fields that are gain modulated by target-in-eye signals. It seems more likely, though, that these vectors can be formed by the same sources as the hand-in-eye gain effects mentioned above. In each case, cortical connections between PMd and other sensory-motor areas are consistent with a role in these invertible transformations (Matelli et al., 1998) . Moreover, TMS studies over PMd have been shown to induce temporary disruptions of hand-eye coordination (Van Donkelaar et al., 2002) .
Context-Dependent Reference Frames
Movements are made under different constraints and in different behavioral contexts. At present, it is not clear how much the neural encoding of movements is sensitive to these factors. Constraining the position of the hand and eye before and during reaching to certain locations on a screen, as required for the reference frame dissociation task, could elicit specific strategies for doing the task, and these strategies in turn could influence neural activity in PMd. For the case of constraining eye position, this issue has been studied for neurons in area MIP by examining them under free-viewing conditions (Cisek and Kalaska, 2002) . The conclusion was that the eye-centered encoding is preserved, and it will be interesting to determine whether a more complex encoding like a relative position code is also preserved when a subject is freely viewing (see below).
Context also plays an important role as movements may be defensive, aggressive, and made outside of a behavioral task altogether. These movements not only differ in their parameters, the speed, endpoint, and trajectory, but also in the affective context in which they are made (Graziano and Cooke, 2006) . Recent work examining the role of the expected reward following movements has shown this can exert a powerful influence on neural activity during the plan period before the movement (Musallam et al., 2004; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004) . This makes it very likely that other changes in context will modulate neural activity. Although it is less clear how the reference frame of an area itself will change in response to these manipulations, it is important to keep in mind that the class of movements presented here is restricted and overly general conclusions should not be drawn. 
Methodological Issues with Previous Work
Other work has investigated eye position signals in PMd without reporting the encoding of relative position. Boussaoud et al. (1998) reported significant eye position effects when eye position was varied across three locations on a screen and reaches were made with the hand starting at a button near the body. It is possible these eye position effects reflect the encoding of relative hand-eye position but that it was difficult to observe in this experiment because, unlike our experiments, the hand and eye were not in a common workspace and so the relative positions of the hand and eye were similar across different trial conditions. In addition, they did not independently vary the positions of different effectors across a range of values and apply a combination of SVD and gradient analyses to the resulting matrices. Using this or a similar procedure is important given the potential complexity of the spatial transformations present in the association cortices. The gradient analysis is similar to the crosscorrelation method used to measure shifts but is more sensitive, as noise in the response fields cancels instead of accumulates and the method averages across multiple positions instead of just two. Cisek and Kalaska (2002) studied eye position signals during free gaze as a monkey controlled a cursor using a manipulandum from one initial position to different target positions. They reported strong gaze-centered discharge in MIP but modest gaze-related discharge in PMd and argued that eye position signals in PMd, but not MIP, were strongly influenced by controlled fixation. However, their analysis did not take into account eye, hand, and target position. Our results indicate that gaze-related activity in PMd neurons depends on hand, eye, and target position. This means it is inappropriate to average neuronal responses during fixation periods with, for example, the target above the eye and the eye to the left of the hand with periods with the target above the eye and the eye to the right of the hand as they could have very different firing rates. Since inappropriate averaging of neuronal responses will reduce the strength of an effect, the degree to which eye position responses in PMd are influenced by controlled fixation remains unclear.
Experimental Procedures Experimental Preparation
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca Mulatta) participated in the experiments. Each animal was first implanted with a head cap and eye coil under general anesthesia. In a second surgery, recording chambers were implanted in frontal and posterior parietal cortex in the right hemisphere of each animal. Structural magnetic resonance imaging was used to identify the position of the arcuate sulcus and intraparietal sulcus and guide placement of the recording chambers to give access to cortex medial to each sulcus ( Figure 1C) . At a subset of recording sites in the frontal chamber of each monkey, microstimulation through the recording electrode evoked movements of the hand, arm, and occasionally leg with a threshold >40 mA (330 Hz 400 ms monopolar pulse width) consistent with published reports for PMd (Crammond and Kalaska, 1994) . At no site was a saccade elicited with a threshold below 80 mA. Single-cell recordings from PPC conformed to previously published reports from MIP (functionally defined as a part of PRR [Calton et al., 2002; Snyder et al., 1997] ). All surgical and animal care procedures were done in accordance with National Institute of Health guidelines and were approved by the California Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use Committee.
Neural recordings were made using multiple-electrode microdrives (3 or 5 channel, Thomas Recordings, Germany). During each session neural activity from each electrode was passed through a headstage (320, Thomas Recordings, Germany), filtered (1 Hz-10 kHz; custom), amplified (3500-1000; TDT Electronics, Gainesville, Florida), digitized (20 kHz; National Instruments, Texas), and continuously recorded to disk for further analysis (custom C and Matlab code).
Behavioral Tasks
Reaches were made with the left arm on a touch-sensitive screen (ELO Touch Systems, California) while maintaining fixation to isolate reach-related activation from saccade-related activation. Behavior was controlled using custom Labview (National Instruments, Texas) code running on a real-time PXI platform. Eye position was monitored with a scleral search coil (CNC Engineering, Washington). Visual stimuli were presented on an LCD display (LG Electronics, Korea) placed behind the touch screen. Red circles instructed the animal where to fixate the eye. Green circles instructed the animal where to touch. All trials began with the illumination of a red and green circle which the animal needed to fixate with his eye and touch with his hand, respectively, and hold for a baseline period (w1000 ms). A second green circle was then illuminated indicating the target of the reach. A delay period (w1000 ms) followed during which the animal had to withhold his response. After this the initial green circle the animal had to touch was extinguished providing the go signal for the animal to reach to the green target while maintaining fixation on the initial red circle. After the reach, the animal had to touch the second green circle while maintaining fixation on the red circle for 300 ms.
The spatial configurations of the initial eye position, initial hand position, and target position were independently varied across a range of values. Initial eye position was varied across four locations spaced 10º on a horizontal line, initial hand position was varied across the same four locations, and target position was varied across four locations spaced 10º on a horizontal line either above or below the initial hand and eye positions ( Figure 1A ). Targets were placed above or below to best activate the cell(s) being recorded.
Data Collection
Cells were first isolated and, if stable, recorded during the center-out task for both reaches and saccades. After these initial experiments, if there was a significant response to either task, recordings proceeded to the reference frame task. Occasionally, cells were acquired on additional electrodes and recorded despite the fact they had no task response, or cells were lost during a recording. All cells recorded for an average of at least three trials per condition the reference frame task were included in the database regardless of task response.
Data Analysis
Spike events were extracted and classified from the broadband activity using custom Matlab code (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts) during the recording session and resorted offline. To account for nonstationarity in the recordings, spike classification was done on a 100 s moving window, and clusters were tracked across windows. Occasionally there were periods when clusters were not isolated. Trials during those periods were marked, and these data were not subject to further analysis. The delay period was defined as the 500 ms interval starting 500 ms after target onset.
Response matrices were characterized with a combination singular value decomposition (SVD) and orientation analyses Pena and Konishi, 2001 ). For the eye-hand-target analysis, the response to pairs of variables was determined by holding the third variable constant at the response field peak and analyzing the resulting two-dimensional matrix. The SVD analysis was used to see if each variable was separable or not. The extent of the concentration of the response energy in the first singular value determines how well the matrix can be described by the outer product of any two vectors of the appropriate lengths. If the responses of the cell to the two variables are separable, the response energy is highly concentrated on the first singular value, and the two vectors typically reflect the response of the neuron to each variable when considered separately. However, if the tuning of the cell for one variable shifts with the position of the other variable, the response energy will be less concentrated in the first singular value and the response is determined to be inseparable. Therefore, separability was defined by a significantly (p < 0.05) large first singular value compared to the first singular value calculated when trial conditions were randomized (randomization test). Thus, instead of referring to the strength of separability, which would be given by the magnitude of the first singular value compared with the others, we classified tuned responses as separable or inseparable according to the p = 0.05 threshold. A mean value was subtracted from the response matrix before performing the SVD. Gradient analysis was used to determine the orientation of the response field by computing the two-dimensional gradient of the response (estimated using the Matlab gradient function), doubling the angles to account for symmetric response fields, and summing the gradient elements. The response to pairs of variables was considered tuned if the resultant gradient length was significantly greater than the length of the resultant gradient when trial conditions were randomized (randomization test). We used a two-way ANOVA to measure tuning and found it gave consistent results. Analyses utilizing all three dimensions of the data simultaneously were carried out by estimating the orientation of the spherical gradient. Unfortunately, symmetry considerations meant that, when estimating the orientation of the gradient, the vertical axis had to be treated differently than the horizontal axes. This meant that three gradients were still needed to characterize the data, so the more intuitive analyses based on two-dimensional gradients were used instead.
Idealized neuronal responses were created for eye-centered, hand-centered, and relative-position cells using the following formulae, where E gives eye position on the touch screen, H gives hand position on the touch screen, and T gives target position on the touch screen: 
